Introduction
In this paper, we consider simple and connected graphs. Let G be such a graph with vertex set V � V(G) and edge set E � E(G). e order |V| of G is denoted by n � n(G) and the size |E| of G is denoted by m � m(G). e degree of a vertex v in G is the number of edges incident to v and is denoted by d(v/G). e minimum and maximum degrees of a graph G are denoted by δ � δ(G) and Δ � Δ(G), respectively. e distance d G (u, v) between any two vertices u and v of a graph G is equal to the length of a shortest path connecting them. For a vertex v ∈ V(G) and a positive integer k, the open k-neighborhood of v in the graph G, denoted by
A leaf of a tree T is a vertex of degree one. A stem is a vertex adjacent to a leaf, and a strong stem is a stem adjacent to at least two leaves. An end stem is a stem whose all neighbors with exception at most one are leaves. Denote by ℓ(v) the number of leaves that are adjacent to the vertex v. A rooted tree is a directed tree having a distinguished vertex ω, called the root. For a vertex v in a rooted tree T, let C(v) denote the set of children of v and D(v) denote the set of descendants of v, whereas the depth of v, depth(v), is the largest distance from v to a vertex in D(v).
e Zagreb indices are the oldest vertex-degree-based graph invariants. ey were introduced in the 1970s [1, 2] . Details of their mathematical theory and chemical applications can be found in the surveys [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] .
For a graph G, the first and second Zagreb indices are defined as
(1)
In recent years, some novel variants of Zagreb indices have been put forward, such as Zagreb coindices [13, 14] , reformulated Zagreb indices [15, 16, 17] , Zagreb hyper indices [18, 19] , multiplicative Zagreb indices [20] , general Zagreb indices [21] , multiplicative sum Zagreb indices [22, 23] , multiplicative Zagreb coindices [24] , etc.
Naji et al. [25] extended the concept of the Zagreb index to the second vertex degrees, conceiving the so-called leap Zagreb indices. For a graph G, the first, second, and third leap Zagreb indices are defined as follows:
(2)
In [25] , the basic properties of these invariants were established, including bounds in terms of Zagreb indices, order, and the size of the underlying graph. In this paper, we establish a lower bound on the third leap Zagreb index and characterize the extremal trees achieving this bound.
A Lower Bound on the Third Leap Zagreb Index of Trees
In this section, we present a sharp lower bound for the third leap Zagreb index of trees in terms of their order and maximum degree and characterize all extremal trees. roughout this section, T denotes a rooted tree with root ω, where ω is a vertex of maximum degree and
We start with some lemmas. Lemma 1. Let T be a tree of order n with maximum degree Δ. If T has a vertex u of degree at least three in maximum distance from ω, then there is a tree T ′ of order n with maximum degree Δ such that LM 3 
We consider the following cases. Case 1. All neighbors of u except v are leaves. Subcase 1. v is adjacent to a leaf z, and the variable v is preceded by a variable. Let T ′ be the tree obtained from T − x 1 by attaching the path zx 1 . Clearly, T ′ is a tree of order n with Δ(T) �
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(4)
u is adjacent to a leaf x 1 , and uy 1 y 2 , . . . , y ℓ is a path in T for ℓ ≥ 2.
If v is a stem, then the result is immediate as in Case 1. So assume that v is not a stem. Let T ′ be the tree obtained from T − x 1 by attaching the path y ℓ x 1 .
Case 3. u is not a stem, and ux 1 x 2 , . . . , x ℓ and uy 1 y 2 , . . . , y t (ℓ, t ≥ 2) are two paths in T.
Let T ′ be the tree obtained from T − x 1 by attaching the path y t x 1 . en,
Now, we consider the following subcases. Subcase 1. ℓ, t ≥ 3.
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A spider is a tree with at most one vertex of degree greater than 2, called the center of the spider. If there is no vertex of degree greater than two, then any vertex can be the considered as the center. A leg of the spider is a path from the center to a vertex of degree one. us, a star with k edges is a spider with k legs, each of length 1, and the path is a spider with 1 or 2 legs.
By Lemma 1, among all trees of order n with maximum degree Δ, the spiders have the minimum third leap Zagreb index. In what follows, we determine the spiders having minimum third leap Zagreb index. If Δ � 2, then T � P n . erefore, let Δ ≥ 3.
□ Lemma 2. Let T be a spider of order n with p ≥ 3 legs. If T has at least two legs of length at least 2, then there is a spider T ′ of order n with p legs such that LM 3 (T ′ ) < LM 3 (T).
